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Abstract
The purpose of the present note is to review and improve the con-
vergence of the renormalized winding fields introduced in [2] and [1].
In the seminal work of Symanzik [11], Poisson ensembles of Brownian
loops were implicitly used. Since the work of Lawler and Werner [5] on ”loop
soups”, these ensembles have also been the object of many investigations.
Windings of two dimensional random paths have been widely studied. Let us
mention the seminal work of Spitzer [9] for Brownian paths, and Schramm
([10]) for SLE. The purpose of the present note is to review and improve
the convergence of the renormalized winding fields introduced in [2] and [1],
using a martingale convergence argument.The result is somewhat remines-
cent of Gaussian multiplicative chaos ( [4]). In the context of Brownian loop
ensembles, a different type of renormalization was used to define the occupa-
tion field and its powers (see chapter 10 in [6]). The method here is related
to zeta renormalization used in [7], [8] to study the homology of Brownian
loops defined on manifolds.
We consider a bounded open subset of the plane, denoted D. We denote
by DR the disc of radius R centered at 0. For any point x in D, let jx be a
uniformizing map mapping D onto D1 and x to 0 and for δ ă 1, by Bpx, δq
the pullback of Dδ in D.
The σ´finite measure µ on the set of Brownian loops and the Poisson pro-
cess of Brownian loops are defined in the same way as Lawler and Werner
”loop soup” (Cf [5]). More precisely, denoting by dA the area measure,
µ “
ş
xPX
ş8
0
1
t
M
x,x
t dt dApxq where M
x,y
t denotes the distribution of the Brow-
nian bridge in D between x and y, multiplied by the heat kernel density
ptpx, yq.
0 Key words and phrases: Brownian Loops, Windings
0 AMS 2000 subject classification: 60G55, 60J65.
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For any positive α, the Poisson process of loops of intensity αµ is denoted
Lα. If U is an open subset of D, we denote by L
U
α the set of loops in Lα
contained in U .
Almost surely, for a given x, the loops of Lα do not visit x. We denote by
nxplq the winding number around 0 of the pullback of a loop l in Lα. As the
Brownian loops, as Brownian paths, have vanishing Lebesgue measure, nxplq
is defined almost everywhere in x, almost surely.
Let β denote any r0, 2πq-valued function defined onD. Let h be any bounded
function with compact support in D. For any δ ă 1, define
W βx,δ,αx “
ź
lPLαzL
Bpx,δq
α
eiβxnxplq
The winding field W β,αphq is defined as follows:
Theorem 1 For δn decreasing to zero,
ş
D
hpxqδ
´αapβxq
n W βx,δn,αx dApxq is a
martingale, with apβxq “
βxp2π´βxq
4π2
ď 1
4
. For α ă 4, it converges a.s. and in
Lp for all p ě 1 towards a limit denoted W β,αphq.
Remarks: In contrast with Gaussian multiplicative chaos, moment s of all
order are defined for any α ă 4. The question of determining the behaviour
of these martingales for α ě 4 seems open. As mentioned in [2], one may also
investigate the possibility of finding a characterization of the distribution of
the winding field, in terms of conformal field theory.
Proof. For 0 ă R ď 8, let MR,x,yt denote the distribution of the Brow-
nian bridge in DR multiplied by the heat kernel density, µ
R the associated
loop measure and LRα the corresponding loop ensemble. Up to time change
(under which winding indices are invariant), L1α is the image of Lα under any
uniformizing map.
Lemma 1
ş
C
dApzqP8,z,z
1
pn0 “ kq “
1
2π2k2
This result was established in [3], with reference to [12]. Let us outline briefly
its proof, for the convenience of the reader:
In polar coordinates, a well known consequence of the skew-product decom-
position of the Brownian bridge measure is thatż
eiu n0plqM
8,z,z
1
pdlq “
ż
eiu
ş
l
dθ
M
8,z,z
1
pdlq “ Epe´
u2
2
ş
1
0
ρ2sdsqqq1pz, zq
in which ρs denotes a Bessel(0) bridge from |z| to |z| and qt the Bessel(0) tran-
sition kernels semigroup. It follows from Feynman-Kac formula and Bessel
2
differential equation that this expression equals e´|z|
2
I|u|p|z|q
As the the Dirac measure at 2πn is the Fourier transform of e´i2πnu , we get
that for any r ą 0
M
8,r,r
1
pn0 “ nq “ 2e
´r2
ż 8
0
I|u|prq cosp2πnuqdu
From this, as observed by Yor in [12], using the expression of the modified
Bessel function I|u| as a contour integral, we obtain that:
M
8,r,r
1
pn0 “ nq “ e
´r2
ż 8
0
e´r
2 coshptq
„
2n ´ 1
r2 ` p2n´ 1q2π2
´
2n` 1
r2 ` p2n` 1q2π2

dt
Hence, integrating with respect to 2πrdr,
ż
C
dApzqM8,z,z
1
pn0 “ nq “ π
ż 8
0
dt
1` coshptq
„
2n ´ 1
r2 ` p2n´ 1q2π2
´
2n` 1
r2 ` p2n` 1q2π2

dt.
As observed in [3], the final result follows from a residue calculation yielding
telescopic series.
Lemma 2 µRpl Ę Dδ, n0plq “ kq “
1
2π2k2
logpR
δ
q.
To prove this lemma, we use the zeta regularisation method, which, in this
context, allows to introduce a T plqs factor under µR, and let s decrease to
zero. (T plq denoting the loop time length).
µRpl Ę Dδ, n0plq “ kq is the limit as s Ó 0 of
ş
T plqs1lĘDδ1n0plq“kµ
Rpdlq
“
ż 8
0
ż
DR
M
R,z,z
t pn0 “ kqdApzqt
s´1dt ´
ż 8
0
ż
Dδ
M
δ,z,z
t pn0 “ kqdApzqt
s´1dt
“
ż 8
0
ż
DR
M
R,z,z
t pn0 “ kqdApzqt
s´1dt ´
ż 8
0
ż
DR
M
R,z,z
tpR{δq2pn0 “ kqdApzqt
s´1dt
“
1´ pδ{Rq2s
s
ż 8
0
ż
DR
M
R,z,z
t pn0 “ kqdApzqst
s´1dt
From lemma 1, for η arbitrarily small, we can choose ǫ ą 0 such that for
u ă ǫ, |
ş
DR{u
M
R{u,z,z
1
pn0 “ kqdApzq ´
1
2π2k2
| ă η.
Then 1´pδ{Rq
2s
s
şǫ
0
ş
DR
M
R,z,z
t pn0 “ kqdApzqst
s´1dt “ 1´pδ{Rq
2s
s
şǫ
0
ş
DR{t
M
R{t,z,z
t pn0 “
kqdApzqsts´1dt is arbitrarily close from
1
2π2k2
logpR
δ
q for ǫ and s small enough.
To prove that 1´pδ{Rq
2s
s
ş8
ǫ
ş
DR
M
R,z,z
t pn0 “ kqdApzqst
s´1dt converges to zero
3
with s, note that
ş
DR
MRt pz, zqpn0 “ kqdApzq ď
ş
DR
PRt pz, zqdApzq, denot-
ing by PRt px, yq the heat kernel on the disc of radius R. It follows from
Weyl asymptotics that this trace can be bounded by Ce´λ0tt, λ0 denoting
the ground state eigenvalue on DR and C a positive constant. The result
follows as the resulting gamma density converges to zero on rǫ,8q and this
concludes the proof of the second lemma.
Lemma 3 EpW βx,δ,αx q “ δ
αapβxq.
This result follows by bounded convergence from lemma 2 and from the
Fourier series identity
ř8
1
1
π2k2
p1´ cospkβqq “ βp2π´βq
4π2
as
EpW βx,δ,αx q “ lim
NÑ8
Ep
Nź
k“´N
eikβx|tlPLα lĘBpx,δq,nxplq“ku|q
“ lim
NÑ8
Ep
Nź
k“´N
eikβx|tlPL
1
α lĘDδ,n0plq“ku|q
“ lim
NÑ8
exppα logpδq
Nÿ
1
1
π2k2
p1´ cospkβxqqq
To complete the proof of the theorem, remark first that it follows from the
independence property of a Poisson point process that for δn decreasing to
0, and for any x, W
βx,δn,α
x
EpW βx,δn,αx q
“ δ
´αapβxq
n W β,δn,αx is a martingale with indepen-
dent multiplicative increments. We denote it by Zβx,αn,x . Hence, the martingale
property of the integral
ş
D
hpxqZn,xdApxq is obvious. To show the conver-
gence, we need a uniform bound on its L2p norm, for any integer p ě 1.
Given 2p distinct points xl in a compact K Ă D supporting h, for δl,n ă
δl,0 “ supptǫ, Bpxl, ǫq X Bpxk, ǫq “ Ø for any k ‰ luq decreasing to zero, all
Bpxl, δl,0q are disjoint and the product
ś
lď2p δ
´αapβxlq
l,n W
βxl ,δl,n,α
xl is a martin-
gale. Its expectation is bounded by
ś
lď2p δ
´αapβxlq
l,0 .
For some multiplicative constant, c ą 0 depending on the compact support
K of h, δl,0 ď cmintdpxl, xl1q, l
1 ‰ lu for all l ď 2p. It follows in particular
that
Ep|
ż
D
hpxqZβx,αn,x dApxq|
2q “ Ep
ż
D2
hpxqZβx,αn,x hpyqZ
´βy,α
n,y dApxqdApyq ď c
2}h}28I
with I “
ş ş
D2
dpx1, x2q
´α{2dApx1qdApx2q, which proves the L2 and a.s. con-
vergence.
4
More generally, for any integer p ą 1, the 2p-th moment Ep|
ş
D
hpxqZn,xdApxq|
2pq
is bounded by pc}h}8q
2p
ş ş
D2p
ś
lď2pminl1‰l dpxl1 , xlq
´α{4dApx1q...dApx2pq. To
see this expression is finite for α ă 4, we will consider only the case p “ 2 as
the general proof is similar. The term with highest singularity comes from
the case where, up to a permutation, the smallest distances are dpx1, x2q
and dpx3, x4q. Then the integral on that sector of D
4 can be bounded by
pIq2. In the other cases, i.e. when, up to a permutation, the smallest
distances are dpx1, x2q, dpx3, x1q and dpx4, x1q, or dpx1, x2q, dpx3, x1q and
dpx4, x2q, the integral on the corresponding sector can be bounded by C
2 I,
with C “ supxPK
ş
D
dpx, yq´α{4dApyq.
Remarks:
1) It can be shown that the martingales Zβx,αn,x do not converge, consequently,
W β,αphq is a generalized field. The class of test functions h can actually
be extended to integrals of delta functions along a smooth curve segment if
α ă 4.
2) It follows from theorem 7 in chapter 9 of [6] (see also the Markov property
in [13]) that the discrete analogue of W β,α verifies reflection positivity for
α “ 1, 2, or 3 in case D is invariant under some reflection. This property
should extend to the Brownian case.
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